Jizz may be applied to or possessed by any animate and some inanimate objects, yet we cannot clearly define it. A single character may supply it, or it may be the combination of many; it may be produced by no one in particular. As a rule it is character rather than characteristics, the tout ensemble of the subject.
Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 2011 6 naturalist visual practice we need to ask different questions concerning to what and to whom agency can be attributed and how it is activated (Gell, 1992 (Gell, , 1998 Ingold, 2010) .
My analysis of the relationship between Jizz and character-based species recognition emerges in this paper through a consideration of a range of observational and interview material gathered during a period of immersion in naturalist activities between 2003 and 2005 and continuing conversations with naturalists since.
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Whilst not exhaustive of all naturalist pursuits, I have chosen examples of species observation, biological recording and training as illustrative of practices which become collectively vital for producing, inspiring and sustaining the community of UK naturalists. This choice also illustrates my own journey of appreciation of the entanglement of intuitive and systematic forms of species recognition as I witnessed naturalists individually and collectively refine their visual skills. I emphasise ways in which naturalists in all of these contexts engage in a careful and reflexive navigation between the need for both wonder and precision in the journey towards enskillment and belonging. I intersperse observations of naturalist practice with historical accounts of naturalist visual skilling plus some more recent cautionary reflections concerning certain limitations of Jizz. I begin below with a detailed description of how a single bryologist communicated to me her approach to visual skilling in the field whilst we wandered together in one of her favourite patches of woodland.
Learning to see moss
I first met Angela at one of the British Bryological Society"s (BBS) seasonal meetings, this time held at the Field Studies Council, near Shrewsbury. 17 I observed her beside me on the bench, poring over a microscope and sometimes holding a small hand lens close up to one eye to observe fragments of moss. She occasionally
Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 8 Angela led me up a winding path and as we clambered over trunks of dead elder, she began by casting her sensory net wide. With half closed eyes she softly moved her head from side to side, scanning what was for her a familiar landscape. She walked slowly but absorbed the nature of the surroundings swiftly. She explained how finding a moss worthy of our attention involved a "filtering activity in her brain" by which she is able to instantaneously disaggregate between the known and unknown mosses. Today she was looking for something interesting to show me. Quite quickly she pointed out a protuberant moss emerging from the bark of a slender ash branch conveniently lying at our shoulder height. She began to explain the need to approach a moss by apprehending it as a possible life form sustained within a broader ecology;
But this ash bow is horizontal so when it rains that rain"s gonna stay on there much longer than if it were vertical. And you can see its responding with mosses. And here"s quite a rich deep patch here so I"d make a beeline for that Focussing her gaze inwards and upon the moss, she continued to point out certain diagnostic characteristics she had been taught would help reveal its identity;
...so these tufts are wetter, damper, darker green, quite tall and all joined up together so they"re not sort of separate cushions, they"re more in a, it"s a matt of tufts rather than separate cushions Once closer to the branch, she half-closed her eyes again and inviting me to do the same highlighted the shape carved from the sky by moss meeting the tree trunk; the trunk had become an additional useful tool. Combining insights drawn from her wider perceptual field with those provided by the specifics of moss, she added more detail to her now expanding explanation of visual skilling.
Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 9 So you"re using your knowledge of… You"re using altitude and … feeling where the wind is. Sun direction as well is something you don"t think of, it"s not something you verbalise or you"re very conscious of but … you know, I am very aware of which surfaces the sun is shining on to so if there"s a funny bank facing south then I"d be looking at quite a different range of bryophytes As Angela verbalised the tacit and embodied dimensions of her practice, she then lent the upper half of her body along the length of the inclined branch, bringing herself closer to the moss. Out of a small canvas bag slung around her neck and shoulders, Angela pulled out a home-made improvised tool consisting of a steel needle implanted in a wooden handle. She then applied the metallic precision of her tool to stroke the moss branches apart, pinning some against the ash branch and gently drawing one more firmly within her field of vision.
Angela had reached the final stage in her "hunt" to identify the moss species and her attention was distributed between her limbs, the trunk of her body, her hands, eyes and the tool held deftly between her fingers.
Significantly, to communicate this knowledge and to make explicit what was for her a partly tacit and indescribable way of recognising a moss species in the wild, she drew my attention to disaggregated moments in the process. She described first the work of landscape scanning and a rapid filtering of the known from the unknown. She then self-consciously described her acute discerning gaze as an achievement of a subtle appreciation of the place of a specific organism within a complex web of fellow species, light, wind, humidity, sky and substrate.
Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 10 viewing a different species of moss from a distance, she mentioned quite tantalizingly that, in this case, she immediately recognised the organism because of its Jizz;
A: And again this Jizz, this word Jizz comes right into it because there is a definite Jizz and I can tell (species name) from a distance of six feet RE: Really? That"s quite a long way away
A:
The way I do it is I just scan the branch against the sky.
Angela did not need to come close, take note of the nuances of climatic conditions, align her body or select and probe singular characteristics to experience the species" Jizz. She knew what the organism was in a flash and at a distance. Unfortunately for me at the time, Angela did not offer reflection on the perceptual experience of Jizz nor upon how she had acquired the ability. She presented it as an inexpressible sense of the organism"s essence, embedded in and expressed through the shapes of ecological relationships.
There are two points I would like to draw out from the observations of Angela"s quite distinct visual observation practices. Firstly, Angela firmly and explicitly positions her sensate, visual, kinaesthetic and affective faculties as separate but interconnecting joists ultimately sustaining the architecture of her perception.
It is this very interconnectedness of her faculties which enables "mossing" for Angela to elicit and nurture a close co-dependency between access to the wondrous minutiae of moss-worlds and the requirement for precision and accuracy in species identification. Secondly, although she pondered upon one visual method and described disaggregated moments and practices, her description of the other (Jizz experience) was frustratingly
Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 11 fleeting. Both were however the result of several years of accompanied and shared practices of visual enskillment and the expectations of precision and data quality that this entails. Angela learnt how to see accurately alone with her field guide, hand lens and microscope, accompanied by Roger her "bryophyte buddy"
and during BBS training and moss recording events. Whilst she was able to clearly correlate her first set of moss identification activities -those relying on the specificities of the organisms and her way of approaching
these -with what she had learnt in collective contexts, she was unable to articulate her later demonstration of an ability to Jizz although this had become a common and everyday method for species recognition for her. No-one had explicitly taught her this skill. She did however mention, with slightly breathless appreciation, that although
Roger showed her the specificities of organisms, his own visual skilling now transcended reliance upon such detail. I later picked up on Angela"s fleeting reference to Jizz in subsequent interviews with other naturalists.
Alfie"s day job is vegetation mapping and the task he described when interviewed was the production of a vegetation map of 270 hectares of fen at a resolution of 1:2500. As Alfie strides swiftly across the fen, he has a practical pressing need to recognise and map vegetation types in transition and according to him, when mapping vegetation on this scale, without Jizz his job would be nigh on impossible; "With Jizz I can walk rapidly across a site and immediately appreciate how vegetation is changing". He describes how he is able to gain immediate knowledge of the physical and ecological features of the location; the water depth, pH, water flow, light intensity, developmental history and further notes how he uses particular species to signal the "whole picture of the site". Whilst one botanist I had interviewed earlier (David) described his experience of Jizz as "the joy of pattern recognition", hinting at the affective quality of this form of perception, Alfie described it as "a deeply satisfying sense of familiarity and deep pleasure at the ability to sense how things are and what makes things tick". Interestingly, such warnings of the neglect of hard diagnostic characteristics echo centuries of grappling with the complexity of relationships between wondrous and systematic encounters with nature. Indeed the legacy flavouring the pursuits of the majority of today"s naturalists in the UK is one which resonates with both the romance of Victorian natural history (Gosse, 1902; Merrill, 1989) , and the disciplining of the so-called "New Naturalism" which developed during the inter-war period. Coward"s account of Jizz in the quotation used at the beginning of this paper is uncritically romantic in flavour and perhaps disguises its reliance upon the more Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 2011 14 mundane, practical and prosaic dimensions of naturalist visual skilling. As part of a critique of such naturalist romanticism, "New Naturalism" emerged with a sense of responsibility to feed a national appetite for systematically gathered and documented environmental data typical of the "planner-preservationist" dutifulness of post-war Britain ( Toogood, 1996 ( Toogood, , 2010 . 27 The need to convert the romantically inclined amateur naturalist into a member of a disciplined network of human environmental sensors, drew attention to a common division drawn between "scientific" and "aesthetic" naturalists (MacDonald, 2002) , the former being more likely to have the rigour necessary to produce and compile valid species identification and distribution data.
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Remaining alert to these historical and contemporary comparisons and concerns, the rest of this paper explores ways in which UK naturalists today navigate, in collective rather than individual contexts, an entanglement between systematic identification and a sense of intimate abandon, both deemed necessary for visual enskillment. Whilst Angela performed this relationship between accuracy and enchanted encounter alone behind her house and Alfie as part of his professional life, visual skilling is also collectively generated and requires the careful apprehension of the practices and modes of attention of other fellow practitioners. Visual enskillment for UK naturalists does not begin and end with accurate species identification only but takes place as part of a far more tenuous, intangible "aesthetics of belonging" developed by a community of practitioners (Grasseni, 2004) . I will argue that the ability for Jizz to captivate the naturalist imagination does not occur in spite of a need for systematic forms of evidence, but rather that such material evidence constitutes a resource which releases naturalists and in fact allows for the thrill and unpredictability of Jizz. I now describe an example of a tightly organised biological recording event. I use my observations of this communal naturalist pursuit to convey and disentangle ways in which visual practice is relationally achieved, accompanied and sustained by a community of practitioners.
Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 'Square Bashing' in East Anglia
In mid April 2003, I participated in a biological recording event which took place across South Norfolk and North Suffolk again organised by the British Bryological Society. As one of BBS" several annual events, this was typically designed to combine an ongoing training of "apprentice" bryologists of varying levels of expertise, with the production of biological records. On this occasion the BBS had decided that this particular area needed the forensic-like attention of a "square bashing" meeting of this kind as the representation of the moss and liverwort inhabitants of the region needed updating. 29 In such a context, accurate species identification is the explicitly desired product of the collective event. In addition to the sense of duty to contribute biological records in this way, the bryological cognoscenti would practice their expert identification skills, and in displaying these to others would help in the ongoing informal but vital transmission of the arts of seeing and knowing bryophytes in the wild.
A biological recording card tangibly focussed the day"s activities. This is simply a list of all bryophyte species, in this case encountered in the south-east of England, against which species spotted are recorded with a tick (see Figure 1) . The moment the card appeared and a member of the group took responsibility for faithfully noting reported moss sightings, the remaining naturalists rapidly fragmented and spread through the woodland. For naïve first-time participants what ensued was a semi-choreographed chaotic flurry of physical and verbal activity reverberating through the trees. The individual holding the recording card had to be acutely attentive to the surge of species names shouted out through the trees in competitive and urgent tones. Such a clamour, we were told, was associated with "blasting the site' alongside revealing the subtle layering of expertise shaping the "pecking order" of the group. 30 Some strode off as pioneer "hunters" in search of rarer and hopefully previously unrecorded species for the area and the kudos associated with such discoveries, whilst other less proficient
Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 2011 16 "apprentices" clustered around those "real tigers" who chose to explicitly transmit their knowledge of specific identification skills. What also became apparent however is that belonging to this "community of practice" cannot be taken for granted, but is a subtly managed achievement. As I observed these soft overtures at inclusion and encouragement, I was already aware of a parallel set of criteria used to gently but surely exclude certain members of the group. 31 The naturalists involved in this meeting were keen to draw comparisons, generally in hushed tones, between those who learn quickly and are considered to have a "good eye" as an innate capacity and those who simply lack aptitude for skilled vision. Significantly, belonging in part depends upon visual skill but not only so; as Grasseni suggests, vision itself emerges through associated rituals of participation and a sharing of socially aesthetic sensibilities. Spending time with naturalists in the field I learnt that such practices are closely connected to a certain behavioural etiquette and one which pays close attention to the significance of the presence of self and others as part of the process of learning how to see. My observations and detailed field notes describe the nuances of softly spoken tones, gentle movements and a marked preference for diffident rather than confident or conceited claims to knowledge. I increasingly became aware that comparisons drawn between the visual capabilities of fellow naturalists involved parallel commentaries on comportment; an unlikely perhaps but nevertheless clear example of bodily disciplining. Naturalists would not explicitly articulate the connections between behavioural etiquette and a shared and singular ontology brought about through the refinement of visual skills. Nevertheless it is such tacit criteria of belonging which inevitably play a vital role in creating and sustaining the structures of perception. What is made clear is that whilst "real tigers"
are willing to invest vast amounts of energy and patience in those who show not only visual promise but also a rapid intuitive grasp of behavioural etiquette, they quite swiftly dismiss and exclude those who don"t "make the Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 19 grade". The desire to belong is a powerful one and arguably drives naturalists in the pursuit of perfection, as much as the promise of natural encounter and revelation of an accurate natural order.
Visual virtuosity, captivation and the agency of insight
Optical virtuosi with the gifts and training to explore and extend the limits of visual experience, transcend the conventions of their visual environment and open up new worlds for our eyes. (Jay, 1993:88) It is quite straightforward to appreciate how the nurturing and training of accurate vision takes place within a space between apprenticeship and standards, and here the description of "square bashing' above adds nothing new to the insights of Goodwin (1994 Goodwin ( , 1997 , Grasseni (2004 Grasseni ( , 2007 and Herzfeld (2004) . In particular, the organisation of naturalist visual skilling through the imparting of expert identification skills is easily expressed, gains credence, and is sustained by the confidence of taxonomic tradition and authority. Such acquiescence rewards the apprentice and expert alike with the combined (and mutually enforcing) thrills of witnessing both beauty and the spoils of accurate vision, together with a firm sense of belonging and accompaniment. And yet, something is missing from this account of an "aesthetics of belonging". What is missing, I think, is an appreciation of the captivating role not only of nature"s beauty and the corresponding enticement of acquiring accurate knowledge of its order, but also of a certain wildness and irreverence characterising virtuosity itself, hinted at in the opening section to this paper. I gained this sense both from naturalist accounts of the very experience of Jizz perception, and from the witnessing of displays of Jizz prowess of others which I describe below. These qualities characterising virtuosity I argue are also inherent to the making and sustenance of a Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 2011 21 comprehensible virtuosity" animating relationships which Gell is referring to. Demonstrating hard evidence is a tangible and do-able enough practice. It is the potential to Jizz as a quintessentially intangible, tacit and mysterious skill which promises to bring about a shift in perception and thus captivates. It is precisely by paying attention to the captivating role of visual virtuosity (and the agency performed by insight) that it becomes possible for accurate identification (rigour) and different encounter (romance) not only to co-exist but to become mutually re-enforcing. To reiterate, it is furthermore the very existence of material evidence as a necessary resource for accuracy which rather than hinder, in fact allows for the captivating potential of Jizz to flourish.
My final ethnographic section refers to a week-long moss identification course and focuses specifically on one observation of the powerful and seductive allure of Jizz enhanced virtuosity which inspired my analysis of the captivating role of Jizz presented in this paper.
The asymmetrical leaf
Moss identification courses can be exhilarating, intense, arduous and occasionally quite dull. They are also of vital importance to inexperienced and experienced amateur bryologists seeking out the concentrated instruction of experts in the field. During one such course, together with about fifteen participants, I had already spent several hours appreciating a Pembrokeshire bog through a lens of bryophytic life, when one particular incident captured my imagination. The course leader (Helen), a world-renowned bryologist, was crouching in a spongy carpet densely woven from various species of Sphagnae, a group of mosses comprising 34 species notoriously difficult to identify. Helen was animated as she drew our attention to the challenge of differentiating between two deceptively similar species; Sphagnum auriculatum and Sphagnum inundatum. As we drew around, she
Forthcoming in Social Studies of Science; pre-publication version. Please do not quote until in press 2011 22 held up a minute and frail leaf in between her thumb and forefinger and explained how the two mosses can only be told apart by the asymmetrical leaves of the S. auriculatum compared to symmetrical leaves of the S.
inundatum. We clustered close around Helen, hand lenses poised ready for action, as she carefully teased apart a number of small specimens of branch leaf. The first problem some of us encountered seemed to be having enough fingernail and precision to scrape off a single leaf for scrutiny. She entreated those of us in possession of a leaf of S. auriculatum to confidently perceive asymmetry in the branch leaves of the specimen. To clarify and highlight the salience of the difference between the two leaves, she sketched a crude image of each type of leaf in the crusty surface of some nearby peat. This was a small and simply performed example of "situated" discursive and embodied practice. Yet the significance of this minute difference between the leaves together with Helen"s attempt to guide our vision carried sudden ontological weight. We were being persuaded and As we peered obediently at the fragments of moss branch through our lenses, sharing frustrations at our inability to discern asymmetry, the role of the highlighted feature took on a degree of subtle but unexpected complexity.
We discussed the fact that Helen did not in fact require this diagnostic clue to be certain of this species" identity, although she seemed to emphasise its importance to aid our visual training. Indeed, Helen explained somewhat nonchalantly, that although she chose to highlight the "asymmetrical leaf" for pedagogical reasons, she could instantly identify this species of Sphagnum growing within a dense carpet of various similar species, precisely because of its Jizz! She added that this quality of the organism emerged through her own idiosyncratic naturalists into the field of shared vision and expectations. It is this unstated and rather subtle relationship between accurate identification and wondrous encounter which holds a community of observers in the close union necessary for the revelation of a wildly perceived but shared nature. Jizz thus presents a way of both embracing and transcending hegemonic standards shaping vision. The phenomenon presents us with a way of playfully escaping the constraints imposed by culture on how we see whilst maintaining the order and status quo by being a skill that is ultimately trusted and aspired towards. 29 See Agar (2006) and Allen (1986) for their suggested reasons for the uptake of this military terminology.
30 Not all naturalists are necessarily comfortable with this kind of language ("blasting the site") but I have decided to include it as it reflects a certain approach to coverage which many naturalists manifest.
31 See Ellis and Waterton 2005a for a more detailed discussion of (self) exclusion of UK naturalists from particular kinds of recording activities and the associated networks of surveillance of data quality.
32 Gell argues how a tendency to essentialise agency has obscured the theoretical explorations of previous anthropologies of art and aesthetics (1992, 1998) . 33 Suchman draws upon this dimension of Gell"s discussion in her exploration of the affiliative power of objects and associations drawn between objects and persons (Suchman, 2005) . 34 See Ingold 2010 for a recent critique of anthropological approaches to agency (including Gell). Ingold advocates a focus upon the energetic flow or force between relationships as a necessary way of avoiding a reduction of vibrant things emergent through relationship to mere (closed) objects. 35 The term "psychic gift' is used by Coward in his 1922 description of the ability of some naturalists to perceive an organism"s Jizz.
